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ABSTRACT

the signals to a computer. So when people want to create
music, they can just tap their fingers. Then, the glove will
adapt to them to create the music they want. So there is no
need to learn instruments in music creation process.

When the average person begins to create music, he or she
could face obstacles when playing an instrument. An
instrument must be learned before creating music. The
process exemplifies how humans adapt to machines, in this
case, instruments. Why can’t we create music without
learning instruments? The goal is to design a wearable
“instrument” which, create a natural way for people to
create music. When people create music they do not need to
learn the “machines” (instruments), instead the machines
will adapt to them. So the design is to create a MIDI glove
which, can collect signals when people tap their fingers on
the table or other surfaces as a natural way to create music.
Then, the glove will transmit the collected signals to
GarageBand in the computer to create the music people
want. The research focuses on instruments and people’s
natural way to create music and how to design instruments
for people to create music without prior learning. Thinking
from a emotional design perspective, the glove will not be
designed as a glove look or technology look. The
technology product should be functional and aesthetic. The
name of this work is “Music Garden”. It is for making a
relaxing artistic conception: seating in the garden, enjoying
the sunshine, smelling the fragrance of the mud, and
playing some music. The work which is considered as a
product, will not be only functional, but also contain and
express the emotion of designer.

CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND
People Have to Learn Instruments Before They Create
Music

People love music. That is the original reason why people
play instruments. For creating music, people have designed
many kinds of musical instruments, physical, digital, even
very experimental instruments combining new technology.
From an art perspective, they are all gorgeous, creative,
splendid whether they are classical or avant-garde.
However from design, or functional perspective, they may
not good enough, as people have to learn and adapt to them
before they can really create some music. People face
obstacles when creating music.
As a example, I have learned to play electronic piano and
guitar, even drum kit. I find they are hard to learn. For
playing electronic piano and guitar, I use my fingers.
However it’s not as easy as tapping fingers on a table. For
example, I have to use the fingers in my left hand to press
the strings in different frets, and I use the fingers in my
right hand to pluck the strings at the meanwhile. Pressing
strings and remembering the location of frets are difficult.
For adapting to a guitar, we have to spend weeks. For
naturally using the guitar, we have to spend months or even
more. Finally we will find most people become the guitar
player instead of a music creator. It is not that most people
do not have the desire and ability to create music but, they
spend too much time adapting to machines (instruments).
They have lost their natural way to create music. As a
result, the instrument prevents them from creating music.
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INTRODUCTION

Instruments are interface between people and music. But
are they easy for people to use (play) when people want to
create music? Adapting to a machine is similar to people
adapting to a instrument. It is comfortable for instruments
fans, but it is hard for common people to play them. The
research questions whether we need this process to learn
instruments before creating music. Could we delete the
learning part of instrument? Instead of adapting to the
machines, we could make the machines adapt to people [1].
That is what smart devices can do. So the glove is design
with wearable technology. When people tap their fingers on
a table or somewhere else as a more natural way to create
music, the glove can “learn” people’s behavior and collect

Considering Production Form Context

Why do we play instruments? For performance it is a good
way to do so, but for creating music is not. Considering the
whole society context, which is the century we have gone
through was based on manufacturing. In that period, people
had to adapt to machines when they wanted to produce or
do something. Industrial products (machines) were
designed for everyone instead of individual [2]. So people
had to follow the same customs by learning them.
Designers were used to designing machines for people to
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learn, as designers were limited by the manufacture mode.
For example, I had bought a can opener from IKEA which I
did not know how to use, because I, as a Chinese had
different customer from westerners. I had to search “how to
use IKEA can opener” through internet. So I need to spend
time on learning it initially, then I can use it properly to get
my goal. That is machine follows the old mode.
As technology develops quickly, industrial design could not
be one fits all in this century [2]. The production form is
changing. Nowadays products are turning smart. They
begin to learn people and provide proper service, instead of
people learning them and commanding them to do
something. It is very different from the conventional
industrial products. For example, a smart watch may detect
user’s body temperature as user wears it. If the user feel
cold, the smart watch can know it. Then it will remote
control the A/C to adjust the temperature to user’s comfort.
There is no need for user to command the watch to adjust
the temperature, and the user does not have to learn how to
use the watch. What the user need to do is wearing it and
nothing more. It is machines adapt to people, instead of
people adapt to machines.

Figure 1. MIDI Controller Jacket by Machina.

Goal For My Design

Based on these, I want to make a MIDI glove, or you may
call it as an instrument which, can adapt to people’s natural
behavior for creating music. As applying the wearable
technology and the new production mode, people do not
need to learn how to use it. They can just wear it and tap
their fingers on any surface to create music. The glove will
collect the signals and transmit them to a computer to
generate the music people want to create.

Figure 2. Lady’s Glove by Laetitia Sonami.

this jacket can create their music on their body. There are
six sensory pads on the jacket at each side. The user can
press them to create different pitch sounds. In addition, the
user can raise up or down his or her arms to change the
range of pitches. So the instrument provides more pitch
choices for creating music. Machina’s jacket gives better
live performance in controller-based music. His design
makes the instrument small and wearable. It is very easy for
people to learn how to play it when they are wearing it.

THE PRECEDENTS

For designing the new instrument, I have a research on new
digital instrument area. Combining with digital technology,
the definition of instrument becomes wider. Anything can
be instrument. The new instruments are very appealing and
creative. For example, some people turn fruits and
vegetables to instruments. When people pat on them, they
can get the signals and transmit them to a computer for
generating sound. This technology has been already put
into commercial area and people can buy it from littleBits
which is a company for “putting the power of electronics in
the hands of everyone”. The littleBits also has other
electronic instruments for creating music, such as “Synth
Kit”. There are many modules in this kit. People can make
their own combos by these modules. Then they can easily
make some music they want. People even can make their
own guitar by this kit.

Laetitia Sonami’s “Lady’s Glove” [4] is also a gorgeous
work. It is an art driven piece for music performance. She
builds her first glove for the performance at the Ars
Electronica Festival (Linz) in 1991. It is a black glove with
exposed wires and sensors. When Laetitia wears it, she can
turn, move hand or pitch fingers to create the signals. Then
the signals can be converted to the MIDI signals and fed to
various synthesizers and samplers which, allow her to
create music. With several irritations, Laetitia can play
music and visual performance with this glove. It is a
marvelous piece combining technology with aesthetic.

Wearable Instruments Reference

There is another piece named “Sound on Intuition” by
designer Pieter-Jan and several technologists. This
instrument can transform some human natural activities
into music. There are several sensors attached to user’s
finger, foot, one monitor for scanning dots drawn on paper,
and another monitor for scanning user’s heart beat. So the

As my design is combining with wearable technology, I
collect some wearable instruments as my references.
Machina’s MIDI Controller Jacket [3] is one of my
reference points for this project. A jacket instrument which
exemplifies wearable technology. The person who wears
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Figure 3. Sound on Intuition by Pieter-Jan and several
technologists.

Figure 4. Nike Free Run + by Rhizomatiks and Manabe
Daito.
Figure 6. Electronic Piano Gloves with Musical
Fingertips, selling in Amazon.

work, but it is also a practice of machine adapting to human
which, is very similar with the design mode I want to try.
Another very impressive precedent is from Rhizomatiks
and Manabe Daito for “Nike Free Run +” project in 2010.
The selling point for this series of Nike shoes is
“flexibility” which, was fitter for people when they went for
sport. The shoes could be bent in a very big angle. Actually
Rhizomatiks and Manabe’s work is a very good advertising
project. They put a flex sensor in each of the flexible Nike
shoes, turning them into a set of musical instrument for
DJs. DJs did not need to play their music in a conventional
drum machine. The signals from the sensors were set to
different sound, so when DJs bent these shoes, the sensors
in the shoes could give signals for generating music. They
showed the selling point in a very cool way which, was
very appealing to the young people.

Figure 5. Adidas Megalizer by Didier Brun.

user’s step, bending or stretching finger, heart beat will be
captured and converted into sound. The heart beat monitor
can detect the heart rate and send them for generating
rhythms. The sensor attached on foot can transform the foot
stepping into the sound of bass drum. So his set of
instrument allowed users to create music by their natural
movements and physiological activities. People did not
need to learn how to use the instrument. The instrument
will detect people’s activities and help them to transform
their activities into sound/music. This is a more art driven

It is Adidas “Megalizer" project in 2011 designed by Didier
Brun inspired me a lot at the beginning. It is a very creative
and cool work. Didier turns the Adidas shoes into wearable
instruments. There are four performers who are Hip-Hop
dancers playing music and dancing with these shoes. They
can step their feet on the floor to make sounds. Then they
coordinate their created sounds together. As a result they
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Figure 9. Polymer Lithium Ion Battery (3.7V, 850mAh)
and Wire Wrap Wire (30 AWG)

Figure 7. Arduino Lilypad and Bluetooth Mate Silver.

before the design process. What are instruments and what
are their characteristics? How do people play/interact with
them? If there are some problems, can I improve them?
Based on these questions, I initiate my design.
The Natural Way People Play Music

How can we create music, sitting in front of a piano or
holding a guitar? Yes, people can do it. But it is only for the
people who have already known how to play the piano or
guitar. But for common people, do they still have chances
to create music? My answer is affirmative. Let’s think
about how people create music in a more original way.

Figure 8. Photocell sensor and Piezo sensor.

could create an integral music together. They combine
music composition with dance performance at the same
time. For collecting the signals from their body, there are
two force sensitive resistor sensors in each of the shoes
locating in the front and back on the sole. One sensor is for
the heel and one sensor is for the toe. Didier also
manipulates wireless transmission for the communication
between the shoes and computer, so there is no wire
exposed outside connecting the shoes with the computer.
The footwear still resembles shoes, but become powerful
by technology. The idea is very good. It allows people to
create dance music in the most suitable and natural way
which, is dancing. The wearable instruments allow the
performers to dance whatever they like and make the music
adapt to the performers’ dance. It makes the dance music
creation more closer to its result.

Singing is the most primitive way to create music. In
China, some minorities still have their primitive music and
they still keep some primitive culture. They use singing to
create their music without any literate record. They also can
improvise music/song for “talking” (in singing way) in the
mountain. The songs are often about love. The man and the
woman can not see each other in the mountain. But they
can use their singing to communicate. Some of their songs
are recorded by modern society. They are very beautiful.
We can easily find people still can create good music
without adapting to any instruments. Creating music and
playing instruments are two different things.
There is another rhythm creating form inspired me a lot. It
is Irish step dance which, is also a primitive way for people
to create accompaniment for music without learning
instruments. In primitive music, rhythm often accompanied
with dance. Performers playing this dance will step their
feet on the floor to make the rhythm which, is very natural
way to create rhythm. The shoes they wear are special from
common shoes. The dance shoes are often called Irish
Dance Hard Shoes or Jig Shoes. These special shoes allow
people to create the beautiful rhythmical percussions of
Irish Dancing. The goal for these shoes are not for people
to adapt, instead they are made for adapting to people’s step
and making their step clear and loud. They are different
from common instruments. People do not need to learn how
to play the shoes. They just focus on creating the rhythm by
their feet in their natural way at anywhere they want.

Another very similar precedent is an electronic piano
gloves selling in Amazon. There are two gloves linked with
a cable which can generate the sounds. So when we play
music with this glove, we do not need other equipments,
such as computer. It is more convenient than keyboard, as
we need not to remember the locations of different keys. By
wearing this pair of gloves, we can tap our fingers on any
surfaces to make sounds. But there are only ten fingers, so
we only can play ten sounds easily. Besides, we can not
imitate the sounds as another instrument, which a MIDI
keyboard can when working with a software in computer.
But it is a good toy for people playing music. It is easy to
make simple music.

By realizing the primitive music creating, I find it is not
necessary for people to learn instruments before they create
music.

METHODOLOGY FOR CREATING MY INSTRUMENT

I consider my MIDI glove as a product. As a result I design
it from product design’s perspective. I pose some questions
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Figure 10. Breadboard prototype schematic.

Figure 12. Prototype for Piezo sensors transmitting
signals to GarageBand.

any object that produces sound can be a musical
instrument. The most primitive instrument is Solo Flute
which, is created by Neanderthal 45,000 years ago
discovered in a deep cave in Slovenia. Scrapers, roarers and
rattles were invented about 12,000 years ago in the late
Palaeolithic period. In the following 7,000 years (10,000 to
3000 BC), woodwind and strings were invented [9]. The
primitive instruments are very easy for human to use,
although the music they created are often simple.

Figure 11. Serial_MIDI_Converter_V2
What Is Instrument

As the development of human history, more musical
instruments have been invented in different parts of the
world. The instruments themselves have been more
complicated and powerful. Nowadays instruments can be
classified into six categories generally which are Keyboard,
Strings, Electronic, Brass, Woodwinds and Percussion. As
the pop music which, originates in 1950s deriving from
rock and roll music develops, piano and guitar become the

Singing, the most primitive way for humans to create
music, later translates into music created by instruments
such as flutes, drums, and stringed devices. Here is a
definition, “A musical instrument makes sounds. Once
humans moved from making sounds with their bodies—for
example, by clapping—to using objects to create music
from sounds, musical instruments were born [8]” It means
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Figure 13. Prototype for testing bluetooth module.

Figure 14. Color Detector Sensor.

most popular instruments in our modern life [10]. They are
complicated but perfect. We can create integral music by
any of them. But before we play them or create music by
them, we have to learn how to use them and we should also
have some basic musical knowledge. Basic musical
knowledge is simple. We all have. At least we all know
there are “do, re mi, fa, sol, la, ti” for the pitches. It is not
hard to understand that music is often composed by
melody, accompaniment and beat. If we have more
knowledge, we can read music scores and record the music
created by ourselves in a literal way. But learning to play an
instrument is not the same as learning musical knowledge.
Musical knowledge can be applied to different instruments.
Although many different instruments there are, we do not
need to learn different musical knowledge for each
instrument, but we have to learn different ways for playing
each of them. Let me take guitar and piano as the examples.
According to a music score, we can play it either by guitar
or piano. But we can not use the way we play a guitar to
play a piano. The ways to play guitar and piano are totally
different.

How To Solve The Problem

Either Keyboard, Strings, Percussion or Woodwinds
instrument, we have to remember the location of keys or
strings on them mentally and physically. It gives us
obstacles to our music creating and playing. However
tapping and plucking by fingers are very common way to
play instruments which, is accepted by common people.
Although digital piano has made playing and creating
music easy, I still have the chance to make them easier. I
will design a glove for people to play and create their music
in natural ways. They do not need to remember the
locations of the keys or strings. They do not need to learn
how to use the glove. What they need to do is just to wear it
and tap their fingers on any surfaces they want. So they can
focus on their music itself, instead of the glove
(instrument). They can give more attention on feeling the
music, instead of finding the keys or strings.
PROTOTYPE AND PROPOSED OUTCOME

My goal for this final project is to build a functional MIDI
glove (only one glove), which can send event messages that
specify notations, pitches and velocities to computer for
generating sounds. So the MIDI glove itself will not make
any sounds. It is a signal collector which can capture
fingers’ tapping events and convert these events to signals.
Then, it transmit the signals to GarageBand through a serial
MIDI converter (developed by Processing). The
GarageBand will receive the input signals and generate
them into sounds. There are only one glove which means
only five fingers for tapping. But it does not mean it can
only give five sounds. When tapping fingers to another
surface with a different color, the glove can give another 5
sounds working with GarageBand.

However electronic instruments give us new chances to
create music. The electronic musical instrument is a
musical instrument that produces its sounds using
electronics. The sounds created by this kind of instruments
are generated by input signals. So electronic instruments
can imitate the sound from other physical instruments. For
example, the digital piano, as an keyboard instrument, can
imitate many physical instruments, such as piano, organ,
even guitar. Although there are different ways to play piano
and guitar, we can only use digital piano to imitate the
sounds from these two different instruments. Electronic
instruments make playing different instruments easy, but it
is still not easy enough for playing music with the
keyboard, as people have to remember the locations of
different keys.

I prototype the glove by one LilyPad Arduino, five Piezo
sensors, one Photocell sensor and one Bluetooth Mate
Silver, so as to build a wireless and wearable glove, which
allow user to play different pitches by one hand. Except for
the functional part, I also put my personal emotion to my
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Figure 15. Prototype for testing Photocell sensor.

Figure 16. Prototype for testing the values from
different color surfaces.

design. I design the glove as a “garden” which gives some
novelty. I prefer the nature environment rather than city,
which is more relaxing and aesthetic to me. I want the
people who play music with my glove can not only benefit
by its function, but also feel the artistic conception I expect.

the signals from Arduino and transmitting them to
GarageBand. It is coded by Processing. By this ready made
software I need not to use Processing to convert the signals
from Arduino.
Coding for this prototype is not easy for me. After many
times of failures, I finally finished the first version of code.
When I uploaded them to Lilypad, the prototype can work
properly. Figure 12 is the first successful prototype.

THE PROCESS OF PROTOTYPE
The Mechanism

Using Arduino Lilypad instead of Arduino mini is for more
analog pins on the board. There are six pins I need that one
for Photocell sensor detecting the different surfaces and
five for Piezo sensors detecting the tapping activities. If I
use Arduino mini, there are only four analog pins which is
not enough for the glove. I put the Piezo sensors on the top
of fingertips, so as to get the signals when the users tapping
fingers on surfaces. The Photocell sensor is put on the palm
of the glove. As the light reflection of different color
surfaces are different, the Photocell sensor can detect them
and give different ranges of values. That is the reason why
it can distinguish different color surfaces. By these ranges
of values, I can write the conditional sentence in the code
for giving different group of pitches (there are five pithes in
one group). So it is enough for only one hand, five fingers
for creating music. For my prototype, I only give two
different color surfaces which are black and white. So there
are ten pitches can be generated by tapping fingers. I use
the Bluetooth Mate Silver module to transmit the signal
from Arduino Lilypad to GarageBand in computer, so as to
make the glove wireless. At the beginning I used the coin
cell battery for the power, but it was not powerful enough.
As a result, I have to use a bigger batteries (Polymer
Lithium Ion Battery, 3.7V, 850mAh) to replace them which
is powerful enough for all of the modules working together.

For the next step, I added the bluetooth module to Lilypad.
But the bluetooth could not transmit the signals to the
computer in the correct channel. Because the required
transmission speed to GarageBand was 57600 baud, but the
default transmission speed of the bluetooth was 115200
baud. I failed in my first prototype. When I found this
problem, I used code to set the default transmission speed
of the bluetooth to 57600 baud, then the bluetooth could
work properly. So I did not have to use the cable linking
Arduino with computer.
When I finished the part of collecting tapping signals and
communication with computer, I went for the surface
detecting part. At the beginning, I used the Color Detector
Sensor to detect the different color surfaces. But the values
I got were RGB strings, such as “234, 22, 123”. It was a
group of value. Because of the light, the groups of value
were dynamic. It was very difficult for me to use. If I used
these strings, the code would be complicated. So I replaced
the color sensor with a Photocell sensor. The Photocell
sensor could detect the light and show it in single value. It
was one value from 0 to 1023. As different color surfaces
had different reflection of light, it could recognize different
surfaces as well, although the value could not show which
color was the surface. It worked really well. Based on
different color surfaces, I identified the different ranges of
value for them. I also used conditional sentence to the code.
As the users tapping their fingers on different color
surfaces, the Arduino could change the original five pithes
to another five. Figure 16 is the prototype for testing the

The Design Process

As the signals from Arduino can not be manipulated
directly by GarageBand, I use a software called
“Serial_MIDI_Converter_V2” in computer for receiving
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Figure 17. Sticking Piezo sensors on the top of each
fingertip.

Figure 19. Bigger battery for more capacity.

Figure 18. Prototype for tapping function, without
bluetooth.

Figure 20. Photocell sensor on the palm of glove.

different color surfaces. There is some troubles with this
method to detect surfaces. If the intensity of light changes,
the value will change. So it may effect to change the pithes
to another five pithes. When I prototype, I have to be
careful about the light. Or I have to change the code to
adapt to the current intensity of light. It is not very
convenient, but it is working. There is a video to show the
different values when the Photocell sensor detect different
color surfaces. https://vimeo.com/113428279.

sensors on the top of each fingertip. For making the electric
conduction stable, I sewed the wires of Piezo sensor on the
glove and soldered the Wrap Wire to the wires as well. As I
had to tap fingers on surfaces which meant I had to make
the Piezo sensors click on the surfaces, the piezo sensors
seemed vulnerable. It was very easy to break the wires on
the Piezo sensors, which made the design process slow.
There were six 10K resistors linked with the analog pins for
avoiding signal interference. For making some
“decoration” , I added four LEDs to the glove. But as I used
two coin cell batteries as the power, the capacity was not
powerful enough for LEDs and other modules. They only
could insist for a short time, which was the time for one
testing. So I had to remove the lights from the glove. Even
though, the batteries could not run the bluetooth module for
a long time. There is a video for testing the tapping
function, https://vimeo.com/113442881.

After the prototype for basic function, I began to build the
glove. I bought a pair of polyester gloves on Amazon (http://
w w w. a m a z o n . c o m / g p / p r o d u c t / B 0 0 0 D C O S 8 U /
ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o02_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1). I want
to sew and stick the modules to the glove. As I used coin
button batteries as the power which was with low capacity
and voltage, I chose metal wire for linking every modules.
It conducted the electricity well, but it was too easy to be
broken as it was not as flexible as thread. I stuck the Piezo
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Figure 23. Final version of “Music Garden” - MIDI
Glove, working with GarageBand.

Figure 21. The original one, with a plastic glove.

the outside plastic glove for the final version. The plastic
glove was to show the wish of keeping the happiness
longer. Figure 22 is how the glove looks like. There are two
glove. One is for carrying the modules, the other one is for
covering the modules. Figure 23 is the final version of
“Music Garden” - MIDI Glove. It can work with
GarageBand properly. The picture is showing that I am
wearing the glove to create beats by the drum machine in
GarageBand.
LIMITATION AND POSSIBLE ITERATION

Although the glove can work well by itself, and by using
this glove people can play music easier than by keyboard, it
can not allow the player to play a pitch for a specific
duration by their wish. Each pitch will be played in the
same duration. It is working for the percussion, such as
drum machine and drum kit in GarageBand. But when
coming to the woodwinds and brass, it can not be as
functional as I wish. Because we change the duration of the
pitches for composing the rhythm which is one of the
importance components of music. But this can be iterated
by code. If there is a code update for controlling the
duration of each pitch, the problem will be solved. It is not
hard for future iteration.

Figure 22. “Music Garden”, the MIDI glove.

When I changed the coin cell batteries to a Polymer
Lithium Ion Battery, the power problem was solved,
although the new battery was bigger. On the palm of the
glove, there was the Photocell sensor for detecting the
surfaces. It worked well on detecting white and black
surfaces. When Arduino got the signals, the bluetooth could
transmit the signals to computer for generating the sounds.
Sometimes the sounds would come a little later after the
tapping activities. But normally it worked well.

As the glove recognizing the different color surfaces by
detecting the reflection of light, when the light intensity of
the environment changes, the glove can not give different
five pitches properly. So when the players play with the
glove, they have to adjust the environment light to the
glove’s requirement.

After building the function part, I began the visual part. For
showing the artistic conception of enjoying music which I
expected, I designed the glove as a “garden glove”. I stuck
dry mosses bought from Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/
gp/product/B00I6AKFI8/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o02_s01?
ie=UTF8&psc=1) onto the glove. There was a plastic glove
outside the garden glove in my original design. But when I
finished, I found the visual effect was not the way I
thought. Besides, it affected tapping fingers. So I removed

Another limitation is the glove can not play several sounds
together as Arduino only transmitting signals in one
channel. So the player can not tap several fingers at the
same time. But it is a very common way for playing music
with other instruments. However, this problem can be
solved by code too. There is a library for Arduino which is
called Firmata. By this library, Arduino can transmit multi-
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There is another limitation in physical area. For better
electricity conduction, the thin wrap wire which is made of
mental is manipulated. As a result, it can not be bent for
many times as it will be broken. In the progress of
designing this glove, the wires often broke at the joints and
needed to be resoldered. Although Lilypad is small and can
be easy to sew on glove, it can not fit the glove well as it is
not flexible. So the glove is very vulnerable.
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